
 

 

Cookies-n-Crème Meringue Cake 

Ingredients: 

Cookies-n-Crème Meringues: 

1 egg whites (30 grams) (3 tbsp.) 

1/3 c. (70 grams) sugar 

1/4 c. (45 grams) crushed chocolate sandwich cookies (Oreos) 

Cake: 

1 egg + 1 yolk (70 grams) 

3/4 c. + 1/3 c. + 1 tbsp. (165 grams) – flour  

3/4 c. (150 grams) – sugar  

1/4 tsp. (2 grams) – salt  

3/4 tsp. (3 grams) – baking powder 

6 tbsp. (90 grams) – butter  

3 tbsp. (45 grams) – half and half  

1/2 tsp. (2 grams) – vanilla paste 

1 recipe – cookies-n-crème meringues 

1/3 c. (60 grams) – crushed chocolate sandwich cookies  

Special Materials Needed: 

hand mixer 

food processor (optional) 

Meringue: 

Directions: 



 

 

1. Preheat your oven to 250F/120C. Crush your chocolate cookie sandwiches to a fine 

consistency, or the size of mini chocolate chips, no bigger than that. In a clean dry metal 

bowl, whip your egg white with your hand mixer until they are light and foamy and have 

soft peaks (on medium speed this takes about 3 minutes). Start to gradually add in your 

sugar thoroughly mixing after each addition and until the meringue is thick, white, airy 

and fluffy and have stiff peaks. (This whole process should take about 10 minutes from 

start to finish). Slowly fold in your crushed cookies and pipe them into your desired size 

and shape. In your preheated oven, baker for 25 to 30 minutes, checking after 25. Once 

your meringues are cooled, lightly pull them apart without crumbling it too much and set 

aside.  

Cake: 

Directions: 

1. No Hand Mixer Needed: Preheat our oven to 350F/180C and pre-measure/sift out all 

your ingredients. Your flour, sugar, baking soda, and salt can go into one bowl and whisk 

it to combine all ingredients.  

2. In another bowl spread your butter until it is no longer a stick and slowly add your eggs 

until combined (it won’t be fully combined there will still be those random chunks of 

butter but that’s fine.) then add your vanilla paste followed your half and half.  

3. Add your wet ingredients to your dry ingredients and proceed to mix with a spatula. It 

will take time to mix completely and you will think the mixture is too dry but before you 

know it the batter will form and it will be the perfect consistency.  

4. Add your chocolate sandwich cookies to the batter followed by a light fold of your 

somewhat crushed meringues, leave some aside to add some crushed meringues to the 

middle of the batter (this is optional). Add half of your cake batter into the cake pan and 

add a small layer of some more crushed meringues, followed by the remainder of your 

cake batter. Turn down your oven to 325F/160C and bake in the oven for about 60 

minutes, tapping down the cake pan every 20 minutes. 

 

 


